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About This Game

Rocket Wars is a fast-paced local multiplayer game for up to 4 players!

The game features crazy weapons, lots of powerups and several game modes.

Rocket Wars is the go-to party game when you have people over and are looking for fast and furious pvp battles!

In Rocket Wars you take control of a spaceship with different strengths and weaknesses and proceed to do all in your power to
kill your enemies.

 12 different spaceships, all with a unique look and stats
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 Exciting game modes of which most can be played both as free for all and 2 versus 2:

 Deathmatch

 Survivor

 Nuke King

 Spaceball

 Entangled (2v2 only)
 Quick competitive gameplay sessions packed with action

 Titles for all at the end, both good and bad

The game also features AI opponents to fill the lasts slots if you are less than 4 people playing.

Rocket Wars is designed to be a party game you can play with any of your friends when you hang out and need to determine
who is superior!

We recommend playing Rocket Wars with controllers for the best experience.
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Title: Rocket Wars
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Archon Interactive
Publisher:
Rooftop Panda
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 1.66 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000/2000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller Recommended

English,Danish,Russian,Bulgarian
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Amazing local-multyplayer-arcade-space shooter! This game has a lot of potential!

It would be nice to have:
-More ships (only 12?)
-More skins
-New colours (Like Red, Pink, Green, Electric blue, etc.)
-A Flamethrower Power-Up would be nice...
-New gamemodes (I have some down...)
-Online multyplayer
-New maps
-Steam Workshop (for maps, ships, skins...)

My Gamemodes:
-Arena: You have 5 waves to complete, every wave there are 2 ships that you need to destroy (also this isn't with themes it's Free
for All)
-Team Arena: The same, but with teams (the 2 opponents are also in teams)
-Colour Change: Team only, every killed enemy changes teams.
-Power-Up: You can use only Powers-Ups!
-Team Power-Up
-Team Free Play!. Excellent little game with an really good co-op option!. Fun game to play if you have friends over.
I would like to play it online though.. Played it a couple of times before release, great local multiplayer game, would be cool
with a online multiplayer version.. This is a great party game and if you have no friends irl (like me) you can play bots :D.
Awesome little game.

I have been exploring it on my own, but of course it was much more fun with some friends of mine. Great to kill some time :)
And be angry with each other. :P. Damn Amazing! 20\/10 IS AMAZING I LUV IT, I LUV IT
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